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Exchange bias properties have been investigated in a �Sm1−xGdxAl2 /SmAl2� bilayer �for x=0.028� with
perpendicular magnetization, an original exchange-coupled system based on the zero magnetization ferromag-
net �Sm1−xGdxAl2� as the pinning layer. This unusual magnet exhibits a magnetic compensation temperature
where it presents both a zero magnetization and a long-range spin ferromagnetic order. In the
�Sm1−0.028Gd0.028Al2 /SmAl2� bilayer, a large positive exchange bias has been observed for the SmAl2 magne-
tization reversal, attesting for the exchange coupling between both compounds, even at the Sm1−0.028Gd0.028Al2
magnetic compensation temperature; the magnetization of the Sm1−0.028Gd0.028Al2 part of the bilayer appears to
be pinned but the pinned component is obviously smaller than the one observed in a single uncovered
Sm1−0.028Gd0.028Al2. X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroïsm experiments have been undertaken to investigate the
magnetization reversal in both layers independently and more particularly to probe the Sm1−0.028Gd0.028Al2
behavior in its zero-magnetization state. They reveal that approximately 20% of the Sm1−0.028Gd0.028Al2 layer
is driven to reverse by exchange coupling to SmAl2. The presence of lateral domains in the Sm1−0.028Gd0.028Al2
layer likely accounts for the relatively large proportion of rotatable moments and for the observed temperature
dependence of exchange-bias field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exchange-coupled systems refer to heterostructures com-
bining different magnetic materials that are coupled by ex-
change interactions in the regions where they are in contact.
Such heterostructures can be magnetic clusters embedded in
a magnetic matrix, mutilayers, and superlattices, or more
simply a bilayer system. Exchange-coupled systems are of
particular interest because they permit designing specific ma-
terials with tailored magnetic properties, such as coercivity,1

magnetization reversal process,2 etc. Exchange coupling may
also give rise to the so-called “exchange bias” �EB�,3,4 a
phenomenon characterized by the horizontal shift of the
magnetic hysteresis loops. It is now commonly used in mag-
netic devices, especially in “spin valves,” to pin the magne-
tization of a ferromagnetic layer in a given direction.5 The
large majority of systems that have been investigated for
their exchange-bias properties are those combining antiferro-
magnetic �AFM� and ferromagnetic �FM� materials, in which
EB appears when the sample is cooled down in an applied
magnetic field from a temperature higher than the ordering
temperature of the AFM. Beyond those AFM/FM systems,
exchange bias has been also reported in systems combining
ferrimagnetic materials,6–8 more generally, in systems com-
bining hard and soft magnetic materials �HM/SM�,9 and even
in a single magnetic compound system.10,11 Despite the large
amount of research works devoted to this topic, EB is not
fully understood. Several mechanisms are suggested to ac-
count for experimental observations12,13 but one of the diffi-
culties in describing EB effects with accuracy relies on the
combination of different phenomena in real systems. Most
theories of exchange bias however require pinned moments
that resist to the external field and uncompensated moments
in this pinned component that enable the coupling to the
unpinned part. In conventional AFM/FM systems, AFM

moments are naturally pinned because of the zero net mag-
netization but the zero magnetization makes the study of
this AFM pinned layer difficult. Uncompensated magnetiza-
tion is challenging to detect and quantify and highly sensitive
specific experimental techniques such as x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism �XMCD�14–16 and polarized neutron
reflectometry17–19 are generally required. In HM/SM sys-
tems, the hard material can play the role of the pinning layer,
provided that the external field does not overcome its coer-
cive field.6,7 Uncompensated magnetization is then much
larger and yields stronger exchange-bias fields than in usual
AFM/FM. Such systems attract lots of interest because they
permit an easier analysis of the pinning part. In contrast to
AFM this pinning part however still exhibits a net magneti-
zation that can interact with the external field and give rise
for example to demagnetizing field effects.

The study presented in this paper deals with an original
exchange-coupled system in which the pinning layer is a new
kind of magnetic material: a zero-magnetization ferromagnet
�ZMF�. As an AFM material, the ZMF does not interact with
any external magnetic field. However, due to its ferromag-
netic spin order, it can still strongly couple to a FM material
and it can be easily investigated by electronic selective tech-
niques such as XMCD. The first experimental realization of a
ZMF was achieved by Adachi et al.20 whose main objective
was to obtain a material that would be able to spin polarize
an electric current without exhibiting any magnetization.
Such an unusual magnet would be of particular interest in
devices dealing with the spin of electrons. These authors
have synthesized the first ZMF by substituting a small
amount of Sm atoms by Gd ones in the SmAl2 intermetallic
compound. SmAl2 �SA� is a ferromagnet with a small mag-
netization, resulting from antiparallel spin �S� and orbital �L�
contributions, and dominated by L moments over the entire
temperature range.21 In Sm1−xGdxAl2 �SGA�, the supplemen-
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tal pure spin contribution from Gd atoms leads to a magnetic
compensation point �M =0� at the so-called compensation
temperature �Tcomp�, where S and L contributions perfectly
cancel each other. L moments are the dominant contribution
to magnetization below Tcomp, and S moments are dominant
above Tcomp.

22 The nature of this unusual compensated state
results in the persisting long-range ferromagnetic order of S
moments.23,24

Our group has proved the possibility to grow this material
as epitaxial films of high crystal quality.25 We have shown
that epitaxial films still gather interesting properties required
for fundamental studies in the field of spin-resolved devices:
they do exhibit a magnetic compensated state that is directly
related to the Gd content26 and this compensated state coex-
ists with a long-range ferromagnetic order.27

The spin ferromagnetic order is expected to enable the
coupling of the SGA layer to a FM layer, even in the SGA
compensated state. This opens the way of interesting analysis
of unusual ZMF/FM exchange-bias systems in comparison
with conventional AFM/FM. Moreover, as it will be pre-
sented in the following, the remaining ferromagnetic spin
order enables the investigation of the zero-magnetization
pinning layer, in particular, by XMCD.

In this paper we report on the magnetic behavior in a
specific Sm1−xGdxAl2 /SmAl2 bilayer �for x=0.028�. This
system combines a ferromagnetic material �SA� dominated
by the Sm orbital contribution over the entire temperature
range, and the unusual ferromagnet �SGA�, the magnetiza-
tion of which drops to zero at Tcomp and is dominated by
either the orbital or spin contribution, respectively, below
and above Tcomp. This study aims first at investigating
exchange-bias properties in this bilayer and more particularly
to analyze how the SA magnetization reversal affects the
SGA moments, especially in the magnetic compensated state.
This has been achieved in combining classical magnetometry
�superconducting quantum interference device �SQUID��
with XMCD measurements performed at both Sm and Gd
absorption edges. The paper is structured as follows: Sec. II
contains details about the sample growth and investigating
methods; SQUID and XMCD results are presented and dis-
cussed in Sec. III, and finally summarized in Sec. IV.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
DETAILS

The Sm1−xGdxAl2 �x=2.8%� /SmAl2 bilayer with �111� as
the growth direction was epitaxially grown by molecular-
beam epitaxy at 450 °C and for base pressures around
10−10 Torr. A 50 nm Nb buffer layer was first deposited on

the �112̄0� Al2O3 substrate in order to allow for the epitaxial
growth of SGA as the bottom layer and then SA as the top
layer.25 Before film deposition, the Sm, Al and Gd evapora-
tion rates were carefully calibrated in order to get the desired
stoichiometry. Both layers’ thicknesses were 300 nm. Simul-
taneously to the SGA/SA growth, part of the 300-nm-thick
SGA bottom layer was kept uncovered so that the behavior
of the same single SGA layer can be compared to that of the
bilayer. The films were covered with 50 nm Nb as a protec-
tion against oxidation. The crystalline quality was checked

during growth by in situ reflection high energy electron dif-
fraction �RHEED� and after growth by ex situ x-ray diffrac-
tion �XRD�. RHEED patterns, formed by thin and contrasted
streaks, attest for flat surfaces and the high crystalline quality
of the films. XRD spectra for the bilayer and single layer
show the �111� diffraction peaks of the expected Laves phase
structure with a mosaicity of 0.4° and the absence of second-
ary phases.

High sensitivity SQUID magnetometry �maximum ap-
plied field of �70 kOe� was used to measure the sample net
magnetization. SGA and SA epitaxial films with �111�
growth direction exhibit a strong uniaxial perpendicular an-
isotropy attributed to magnetoelastic effects.28 The results
presented in this paper were thus obtained by applying the
external magnetic field along the easy magnetization axis,
i.e., perpendicular to the film plane.

XMCD experiments were performed on beamline ID12 at
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facilities �ESRF� in a
temperature range between 10 and 300 K. A magnetic field
of maximum 60 kOe was applied perpendicular to the film
surface and parallel to the direction of the incident x-ray
beam. The XMCD spectra were recorded by flipping the he-
licity of incoming x-rays and keeping the direction of the
magnetic field fixed. Experiments were performed for inci-
dent photon energy fixed at the Sm and Gd L edges; the
second harmonic of the HELIOS-II undulator was used and
the helicity of incoming photons was changed after each con-
secutive scan. The degree of circular polarization of the
monochromatic x-ray beam was estimated to be in excess of
85%. The spectra were recorded in the total fluorescence
detection mode, which is not sensitive to the external applied
magnetic field, at least in the range of interest �+60 to
−60 kOe�.

Typical XMCD spectra at the Sm L2 and Gd L3 edges are
shown in Fig. 1, together with the corresponding normalized
x-ray absorption spectra �x-ray absorption near edge-
structure curves�. The XMCD is defined as the difference
between the absorption for the circular polarization parallel
and antiparallel to the direction of magnetization. One can
underline the reasonable quality of the signal recorded at the
Gd edge despite the small quantity of Gd in the system. Note
however that the close proximity of a much stronger signal
due to Sm affects the shape of the absorption curves. Those
spectra in Fig. 1 have been recorded for the SGA/SA bilayer
at 64 K for a −60 kOe applied field �Hext.�, after a field
cooling process from 150 K under +60 kOe �Hfc�. This tem-
perature of 64 K corresponds to the SGA compensation tem-
perature, as it will be shown in the following.

Measurements at the L edges of rare-earth probe the tran-
sition from 2p core levels to 5d empty states; they permit to
determine the projection of 5d spin momentum along the
quantification axis, i.e., either parallel or antiparallel to the
direction of applied magnetic field. Due to the so-called
breathing effect, a negative �positive� signal measured at the
L2 �L3� edge results from a positive projection of 5d spin
polarization along the quantification axis �i.e., parallel to the
positive field direction�.29

In the case presented in Fig. 1, the opposite signs for the
signals measured at the Sm L2 and Gd L3 edges confirm the
parallel alignment of Sm and Gd 5d spin momentum �see
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sketch in Fig. 1�. In these specific conditions, the projections
of 5d spin momentum are positive, thus parallel to the direc-
tion of the cooling field �Hfc� and antiparallel to the direction
of the field applied for the measurements �Hext.�. This con-
figuration can be easily explained: the SGA layer is in the
magnetic compensated state �M =0�, thus the external field
has no effect on the SGA orientation that is given by the
cooling conditions �the S moments, dominant above Tcomp,
align parallel to the cooling field�. On the contrary, the SA
net magnetization orientates along the applied field: the L
contribution being dominant, the S moments are opposite to
the applied field.

It was verified that the shapes of the XMCD spectra do
not change with field and that they exhibit a maximum for
the same energy value. To record element-selective hyster-
esis loops, the energy of the incident x-ray photons was thus
tuned to the maximum of the XMCD signal either at the
Sm L2 edge �7.316 keV� or at the Gd L3 edge �7.247 keV�.
The amplitude of the dichroïc signal at each value of the
applied field was measured by flipping the helicity of the
x-ray beam.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Temperature-dependent magnetization curves were mea-
sured by SQUID for the SGA/SA bilayer and separately for
the SGA single layer �Fig. 2�. The results have been obtained
in increasing temperature for zero applied field after cooling
down the samples from room temperature under +70 kOe.
The Curie temperature is approximately 126 K for both
samples, in good agreement with results reported for bulk
SmAl2 compound.23 The magnetization curve of the
SGA/SA bilayer is the sum of the behaviors in both compo-
nents and does not permit to distinguish between SA and
SGA. The SGA single layer exhibits a compensated mag-
netic state at 64 K �Tcomp�. Its net magnetization is negative
below Tcomp and positive above Tcomp, revealing that the L
contribution �dominant below Tcomp� is opposite to the cool-
ing field direction and the S contribution is orientated along
the cooling field direction �see sketches on Fig. 2�. The mea-
surements being performed for Hext=0, the magnetic con-
figuration namely remains the one stabilized while cooling
the film: the S contribution, dominant at high temperature,
aligns with the cooling field. This configuration persists
down to low temperature despite the change in dominant
contribution because the coercive field is then likely too high
for the magnetization to reverse.

The interface exchange coupling and the resulting
exchange-bias field in the bilayer system have been explored
by the measurement of hysteresis loops after field cooling in
+60 kOe from 150 K. Figure 3 presents typical hysteresis
loops measured for the SGA/SA bilayer, at 20 and 64 K.
Those measured for the SGA single layer are shown in inset.
The loops recorded for the bilayer at these temperatures ex-
hibit a unique step. This is attributed to the reversal of the
SA magnetization since the SGA magnetization, measured in
the single layer, does not vary with field in this temperature
range �see inset�. The loops are shifted horizontally toward
positive fields by a bias field HB and vertically by a quantity
called �M.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Normalized x-ray absorption near edge-
structure curves and normalized x-ray magnetic circular dichroic
signals recorded at the Sm L2 �top� and Gd L3 �bottom� edges for
the Sm0.972Gd0.028Al2 /SmAl2 bilayer. Measurements were per-
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matic view of the magnetic configurations in the SA/SGA bilayer,
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The positive horizontal shift proves a strong exchange
coupling between the SA and SGA layers and can be ac-
counted for by assuming the magnetic configurations
sketched for large positive and negative fields in Fig. 3. After
the field-cooling process, the SGA spin contribution is ori-
ented along the positive Hfc, as it has been deduced from the
temperature dependence �Fig. 2�, and remains in this orien-
tation in the available field range. Concerning the SA layer,
its magnetization is dominated by the L contribution which
thus aligns with Hext for large positive and negative fields.
For large positive fields, the L �and S� contributions in the
SA and SGA layers are thus pointing in opposite directions,
which results in a high energy interface because of the frus-
trated exchange coupling. This tends to favor the SA magne-
tization reversal and gives rise to a positive exchange bias.
One can notice that the exchange-bias effect is also present at
64 K, in agreement with the persisting exchange coupling
between SGA and SA despite the SGA zero magnetization
state. The value of exchange-bias field can be used to esti-
mate the interfacial exchange energy �=HEB2MSAtSA, where
MSA and tSA are the magnetization and thickness of the SA
layer. At 20 K, considering the magnetic reversal of 300 nm
SA with a magnetization density of 30 emu /cm3, this gives
an interfacial exchange energy close to 12.5 erg /cm3 at 20
K, i.e., one or two orders of magnitude higher than in the
AFM/FM systems. This can be attributed to the coupling
occurring between all spin moments while it is limited to
uncompensated moments in AFM-based systems. The tem-
perature dependence of the bias field measured after the
+60 kOe field cooling is presented Fig. 4�b� �filled circles�.
It exhibits an unusual nonmonotonous behavior that will be
discussed later in the paper.

The vertical shift �M is signature of pinned magnetiza-
tion in the system and likely is a consequence of the nonre-
versal of the SGA layer. �M is negative below Tcomp, where
the SGA net magnetization is negative. Measurements per-
formed above Tcomp, where the SGA net magnetization be-
comes positive exhibit a positive vertical shift. One can also
notice that the vertical shift is zero at 64 K, in agreement

with the vanishing SGA magnetization. In Fig. 4�a�, the tem-
perature dependence of �M �filled squares� has been super-
imposed on the magnetization curve measured for the single
SGA layer �crosses� to allow for a better comparison. The
agreement is satisfactory between approximately 60 and 80
K, but outside this range, �M is significantly smaller than
what is expected from the totally pinned SGA single layer.
Above 80 K, measurements performed for the SGA single
layer attest for a partial magnetization reversal in this field
range, which likely also occurs in the bilayer system. How-
ever, below 60 K, the SGA magnetization in the single layer
does not change with field in the field range available with
the SQUID magnetometer. The difference at low temperature
between �M and the single-layer magnetization can have
two origins: �i� the SGA layer in SGA/SA is fully pinned, as
in the single layer, but its net magnetization is reduced com-
pared to the single SGA layer, because of the presence of
domains and/or regions of nonhomogeneous magnetization.
�ii� Part of the SGA layer is driven to reverse by interface
exchange coupling to the SA layer.

SQUID magnetometry does not permit us to discriminate
between these hypotheses since the technique averages over
both SA and SGA magnetization. The vanishing magnetiza-
tion of SGA around Tcomp also prevents from any analysis in
the zero-magnetization state.

To address this issue in further details, the element selec-
tivity provided by XMCD enables to probe the bottom SGA
layer separately, for incident photon energy tuned to a Gd
absorption edge. Its sensitivity to the spin polarization also
permits to probe the SGA at Tcomp, and consequently to in-
vestigate how the SA reversal may influence the zero-
magnetization configuration. Figure 5 gathers the XMCD
hysteresis loops measured at 20 K �filled symbols� and 64 K
�empty symbols�, for incident photons energy tuned to the
Sm L2 �top curves� and Gd L3 �bottom curves� edges. The
loops measured at the Sm edge reflect the behavior of the
whole system, as those recorded by SQUID magnetometry
while those recorded at the Gd edge specifically probe the
bottom SGA layer. In relatively good agreement with SQUID
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results, the loops recorded at the Sm edge exhibit positive
horizontal shifts at 20 and 64 K. The loops are also vertically
shifted toward the negative values. The asymmetry of the
XMCD loops respect to the x-axis is however much stronger
than for SQUID loops; the XMCD vertical shift is namely
due to pinned spin polarization during the reversal process,
and not to pinned magnetization. It is especially obvious that
the XMCD loop measured at Tcomp is still shifted while the
SQUID loop measured at the same temperature is symmetri-
cal respect to the x axis. At Tcomp, the pinned moments in
SGA do not contribute to magnetometry results but the
pinned spin contribution still largely contributes to XMCD
measurements.

XMCD loops recorded at the Gd edge show that the SGA
behavior in the SA/SGA bilayer is completely different from
the one recorded in the single SGA layer. In this latter, the
XMCD signal does not change with field in the −60 kOe /
+60 kOe range �see inset in Fig. 5�. In the bilayer, the bot-

tom SGA layer exhibits partial magnetization reversal, even
at 64 K where its zero magnetization does not interact with
the external field. Those Gd loops are vertically shifted,
which means that part of the SGA moments are pinned while
others rotate with the external field. The ratio between the
pinned and rotatable moments can be determined from the
ratio between the loop vertical shift and half the loop ampli-
tude. It appears that approximately 20% of the SGA mo-
ments rotate with the external field while the remaining 80%
are pinned. The coercive fields related to this SGA partial
reversal have been determined as the field for which the
XMCD signal is average of the maximum and minimum
values. At 20 K, those are −35 and 49 kOe, in perfect agree-
ment with the reversal recorded at the Sm edge. At 64 K, the
coercive fields at the Gd edge are relatively similar to those
measured at 20 K �−38 and 45 kOe� while the values re-
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corded at the Sm edge are smaller, by approximately 10 kOe.
These results suggest that the partial SGA reversal is driven
by exchange coupling at the interface with SA. Because of
the poorer signal/background ratio at the Gd edge and at 64
K, it is difficult to determine whether the discrepancy be-
tween Sm and Gd coercive fields at this temperature is rel-
evant. This could result from a delayed SGA reversal com-
pared to the SA one, especially at this temperature where the
Zeeman energy does not contribute to the SGA reversal but
complementary experiments are necessary to confirm such a
feature.

Let us now discuss the proportion of rotatable SGA mo-
ments. Given the SGA layer thickness, 20% of rotatable mo-
ments correspond to an effective thickness of 60 nm. A simi-
lar analysis performed for the XMCD loops recorded at the
Sm edge reveals that 60% of the Sm polarization rotates with
the field, which, given the total thickness of the bilayer, cor-
responds to an effective thickness of 360 nm. Those results
are both consistent with the complete reversal of the SA
layer �300 nm thick� and the reversal of 60 nm of the SGA
layer. Given the schematic illustration of magnetic configu-
rations for large positive and negative fields �see sketches in
Fig. 3�, the partial reversal of the SGA layer may correspond
to the moments involved in the interface domain wall �iDW�
present for positive fields. In that case, because the iDW
yields no net polarization along the positive applied field, a
120-nm-thick iDW is required to account for the amplitude
of the Gd polarization loop �effective thickness of 60 nm�.

This value is much larger than the domain wall thickness
expected in such compounds: given an exchange constant
around 0.5 10−7 erg /cm30 and an anisotropy constant close
to 1.10−7 erg /cm3,31 the calculated domain-wall thickness
under zero field is only 3.6 nm, and is approximately un-
changed under 60 kOe because of the very small magnetiza-
tion density in this SGA compound �7 emu /cm3 at 20 K�.
In the hypothesis of a 120 nm thick uniform iDW in SGA,
one can determine an effective anisotropy constant,
and calculate the resulting exchange-bias field �HEB
=4�ASGAKSGA /2MSAtSA�. This yields a bias field of 78 Oe,
i.e., two orders of magnitude smaller that the one measured
at 20 K �7000 Oe�.

Those discrepancies make us consider another scenario
that could account for the experimental observations. A pos-
sible alternative to the uniform iDW is the presence of lateral
domains in the SGA layer for positive applied fields �parallel
to the cooling field� as it is sketched in Fig. 6. The P domains
�SA and SGA magnetic contributions parallel to each other�
correspond to the configuration expected at low temperature
from both Zeeman and exchange contributions. The AP do-
mains �SA and SGA moments antiparallel to each other� cor-
respond to the configuration expected if the positive cooling
field is not strong enough to reverse the SGA moments be-
low Tcomp. AP domains thus result from the strong coercivity
in SGA, while P domains develop below Tcomp most likely in
area of locally lower coercivity, where exchange coupling to
SA and interactions with the applied field enable the SGA
reversal. At the compensation temperature, P domains are not
favored by the positive cooling field but might result from
exchange with the SA layer. In this hypothesis, AP domains
in SGA constitute the pinned part of the SGA layer because

their orientation is favored by exchange and Zeeman contri-
butions for negative applied fields. The rotatable part of the
SGA layer most likely corresponds to P domains, although
some of the P domains might also be pinned.

For relatively small domains in SGA, the reversal of the
SA layer will average the underlying SGA configuration.6,32

The exchange bias field is thus expected to depend of course
on the domain wall energy in these compounds but also on
the relative proportions of AP and P domains in SGA and on
the ability of those P domains to rotate: HEB=
+x� /2MSAtSA− �1−y��1−x�� /2MSAtSA with x the propor-
tion of AP domains and y the proportion of rotatable domains
respect to the �1−x� P domains. Only pinned domains of
course contribute to the bias field. x AP domains yield posi-
tive exchange bias, while �1−y��1−x� P domains lead to
negative exchange bias. Rotatable SGA �y�1−x�� leads to
zero bias field. Both the relative proportions of P and AP
domains and the proportion of pinned P domains can give
rise to the unusual non monotonous dependence of bias field
upon temperature, with a pronounced increase around the
SGA compensation temperature �Fig. 4�b��. From the expres-
sion given above an increase �decrease� in x and y drives the
increase �decrease� in exchange-bias field. In the temperature
range close to compensation, the SGA magnetization van-
ishes and the Zeeman contribution does not help in forming
P domains; the relative proportion of AP domains �x� is
likely larger than at lower temperature. Since the proportion
of rotatable SGA �y�1−x�� is approximately the same at 20 K
and at 64 K �around 20% from XMCD results�, the increase
in x is most likely accompanied by an increase in y, both
contributing to the increase of the bias field.

In order to confirm the presence of SGA domains and
their role on exchange bias, a particular cooling process has
been used to prevent from their formation during cooling.
The sample is field cooled in +70 kOe from 150 K down to
Tcomp �the dominant S contribution aligns along the positive
cooling field� and then in −70 kOe from Tcomp down to the
measurement temperature �the negative cooling field then
points toward the dominant L contribution�. With this cool-
ing procedure, the SGA magnetic configuration with S point-
ing toward the positive field direction and L pointing oppo-
site �AP arrangement respect to the SA layer� should be
stabilized over the entire temperature range: no lateral do-
mains are thus expected to form in the SGA layer. This is
supposed to be drastically different from the configuration
stabilized by the usual cooling procedure under positive
filed: in this case, at some temperature below Tcomp, the posi-

SA layer

SGA layer

L S

L S

Hf.c.

AP domains P domains

FIG. 6. Schematic view of the possible magnetic configuration
in the Sm0.972Gd0.028Al2 /SmAl2 bilayer, below Tcomp, for positive
applied fields �parallel to the cooling field�, in the case of coexisting
domains in the bottom SGA layer.
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tive cooling field namely drives the magnetization flip in
some domains to align dominant L moments parallel to Hfc.
Coexisting AP and P domains are thus formed in the SGA
layer.

The magnetization shifts and exchange-bias fields mea-
sured after the cooling procedure with reversal of Hfc at
Tcomp are reported in Fig. 4 �empty squares and empty
circles�. The vertical magnetization shift �M now perfectly
matches the SGA single layer magnetization, in agreement
with a pinned SGA layer with no lateral domains in the bi-
layer. Simultaneously, the bias field obtained below 50 K is
significantly increased, consistently with a larger amount of
pinned SGA contributions at the interface. The difference in
bias field measured at 20 K after the two different cooling is
approximately 33%. This value is larger than the 20% rotat-
able contribution determined from XMCD experiments after
the +60 kOe cooling process. This discrepancy suggests that
non rotatable P domains also contribute �negatively� to the
bias field measured after the +60 kOe cooling. Above 50 K,
the bias fields measured after the two cooling procedures are
very similar with a pronounced increase in temperature
around the SGA magnetic compensation. Close to Tcomp, the
temperature dependence of exchange bias obviously results
from a delicate balance between the intrinsic variation in
exchange bias upon temperature and the proportion of AP
and P domains. P domains may still develop after the cooling
process, when applying the large initial positive field at the
beginning of the loop.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Sm1−xGdxAl2 /SmAl2 bilayer is an original
exchange-coupled system combining a ferromagnet domi-

nated by orbital contributions �SA� and the only experimen-
tal realization of a zero-magnetization ferromagnet �SGA�.
When field cooled under +60 kOe, the system exhibits a
strong positive exchange-bias effect, attributed to the posi-
tive exchange coupling between spin contributions in both
compounds, and to the orientation of the pinned SGA mo-
ments. The amount of pinned magnetization however does
not reach the value expected from a homogeneously magne-
tized pinned SGA layer. XMCD experiments have permitted
to clarify this issue. Measurements have been performed at
the Gd absorption edge to probe the SGA behavior, both out
of and in the magnetic compensated state. It appears that, in
the temperature range investigated, 20% of the SGA layer is
driven to reverse under field. This reversal is achieved via
exchange coupling at the interface, as proved by the obser-
vation of a partial SGA reversal even at the compensation
temperature where its magnetization drops to zero and thus
does not interact with the external field. The large amount of
rotatable SGA moments in comparison with the domain wall
thickness expected in such compounds suggests the coexist-
ence of domains with opposite orientations in the SGA layer;
those will constitute pinned and rotatable components. The
temperature dependence of the ratio between pinned and ro-
tatable domains could account for the nonhomogeneous
variation in exchange-bias field upon temperature measured
by SQUID magnetometry.
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